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ABSTRACT: Additive Manufacturing (AM) technology is considered revolutionary because of its freedom from
geometrical limitations defined by the billets and tools. Engineers have a long tradition of designing products and parts
with simple geometric shapes. The freedom of the shape places a new question: how should the shape be designed
optimally in each case? Also, the process of AM manufacturing differs from traditional processes many ways. These
require new kind of thinking from engineers and affects that way to the education needs as well. In engineering
education the learning methods of PBL and Flipped Learning have been evidently providing increased productivity.
These two teaching methods were tested in our research project with a mechanical engineering student group with
promising results. It is still unsure how radically AM will change the engineering profession and education, but it is
clear that at least minor changes in their curricula are needed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Engineering education is and has, for a while, been under an accelerating change process. The rapidly evolving
technology and reduced teaching hours force educators to continually modify the content of engineering curricula and
find new innovative teaching methods and tools. Many modern and innovative teaching and learning philosophies have
been developed.
Additive Manufacturing (AM), also called 3D-printing or rapid prototyping is very popular discussion subject at the
moment. The technology itself is not very new since it has been used about two decades. Earlier the technology has
been used mainly for creating plastic prototypes. The present methods allow, however, the use of very wide material
choices. Especially the use of metal has made it possible to realize that this technology can be used in everyday
production and therefore it has a potential to replace widely the traditional manufacturing methods.[1]
In the traditional manufacturing processes (like machining or sheet metal) the starting point is a billet. The material
is removed, formed and joined together until the final part is finished. In additive manufacturing the part is produced by
adding material layer by layer, which makes it possible to manufacture the part with minimum or no waste. The process of additive manufacturing advances so that first the designer prepares a 3D CAD-model of the part. In the next
phase the model is transferred to another program for slicing. The 3D-model is sliced to thin layers (normally the
thickness of a layer will be between 20 to 200 micrometers). This information is further transferred to the 3D printer
which will produce the final part.
This new manufacturing technology is considered revolutionary because of its freedom from geometrical limitations
defined by the billets and tools. In principle the shape of the part can be optimized according, for example, to strength
and mass and/or functional parameters. [2][3]. They will have impact on product development and design but also on
production planning and supply chains.
The freedom of the part shape is not justa benefit. It places the engineer in front of a new question: how do I design
the shape to be optimal in each case? The traditions of engineering have during centuries forced engineers to use
mainly rectangular and circular shapes. This new situation is not confusing only engineers but also the educators. How
should they plan the engineering education in front of this new thinking?
This paper describes the results achieved during an EU funded development project about additive manufacturing.
One of the goals of the project was to gather findings of the effects of AM in engineering education.
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II. THE POSSIBILITIES AND LIMITATIONS OF AM
In practice AM is not as overwhelming as you might think. The first thing to remember is that especially metallic AM
parts are still very expensive. This is because of two things. First, the powder used in metal part production costs up to
ten times more than the traditional metals. Second thing is the high prices of metal printers which will make the
machine time expensive. The present metal printers are also quite slow, which will further increase the printing costs.
When using very thin layers the printing of metal part may take several days.
One limitation of AM that involves most of the techniques used in it is printing above empty space in printing
direction. It is either impossible or, at least, causes severe quality problems. These so-called negative surfaces need a
generation of specific support structures that should be removed after printing. The metal parts are printed attached on a
metallic base from which the parts must be removed after printing. All these post processing actions will increase the
costs of AM.
The term DFMA (Design For Manufacturing and Assembly) is often seen in connection with traditional
manufacturing methods. In it the examination is focused to the manufacturing phase of products. The life cycle costs of
the part are then often forgotten. Even if the manufacturing of an AM part may be extremely expensive compared to the
traditional part, its life cycle cost may still be smaller.
The well-known example of mass multiplication effect works here too. If, for example, the part of airplane can be
manufactured so that the mass of it is smaller than earlier, the effect of one single part may still have irrelevant effect
on the life cycle costs of the whole airplane. But if you think how this small improvement effects to all other parts in
the airplane, the situation looks different. Because of the small mass reduction, a little bit smaller wing area, smaller
engines, smaller fuel tanks and lighter landing gears are needed. The small portion of single part’s mass is multiplied
which makes for example the savings of fuel costs during the life time of an airplane significant.
The process of AM manufacturing and design (Fig.1) differs from traditional processes many ways. The first
question to think is: is this part really 3D-printable? There is no mean to print parts that have been designed to be
produced by traditional manufacturing methods. Every 3D-printed parts must be designed or redesigned for 3Dprinting.
Second thing to consider is the material. Does the part have any special demands for material and can such material
be found among those that are possible to 3D-print?
If these issues can be solved the next phase is the design of the part. Where the traditional part must be designed in
terms of billets and tools, AM parts should be designed in terms of functions and optimal shape. Also the topology
optimization and internal structures are important in design of AM parts.
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Fig. 1. The AM manufacturing process.
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III. NEW COMPETENCE DEMANDS FOR ENGINEERS
Engineers have a long tradition of designing products that will be manufactured from billets including simple
geometric shapes (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Engineers are used to design simple geometric shapes.

This has been one of the main reasons to the situation where the traditional theories, for example, of strength of
materials are based on simple geometries (Fig. 3). Also the design software (CAD) is planned to produce parts with
simple geometries.

Fig. 3. Traditional analysis is based on simple and idealized shapes.

AM changes the situation radically because there is no need of billets or tools that will limit the design process. The
attention can be focused on the functional properties as well as the usability and serviceably of the part. The part can be
shaped according to optimize these properties (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. The free form part.

When the design freedom increases the problems are not reduced. In fact, when the limitations are decreased the design
space (the amount of alternative solutions) grows. The problem is no longer attached to manufacturing possibilities but
more how to select the most optimal solution among the several possible solutions. One way to do this is the use of
simulation models. For example, the strength of freely shaped parts is impossible to analyse by traditional methods.
Instead it is possible by using FEM-models. (Fig. 5). Also, for example, the optimization of material use (topology
optimization) or fluid flow is possible by FEM-methods.

Fig. 5. FEM methods can be used to analyse free form parts.

The freedom of design will make it difficult to choose what of the several design variations should be selected. The
topology optimization software can be used here. The figure 6 presents an evolution of a design of a fictional bracket.
The starting point is a welded construction consisting of three parts. If this part would be made using AM it is clear that
it is made as single part. The topology optimization software were used to find out the best shape without affecting the
rigidity and strength of the part but minimizing the mass.
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Fig. 6. Topology optimization phases of an example part.

The internal structures can further decrease the part mass. There is software that can be used to find an optimal lattice
structure inside the part. Fig. 7 shows an example of the internal shell type structure that could be used in the example
part.

Fig. 7. The internal structure of the example part.

In fact, when designing parts for AM it is important to use the approach of functional design. The focus should be in
the functions of the part that way that the customer needs could be best fulfilled. The costs estimation should not be
focused on the manufacturing phase but instead on the life cycle costs of product. Often it is found that the
manufacturing of AM part is much more expensive compared to the part manufactured by tradition-al methods but
when looking at the life cycle costs the situation turns.
Also the arrangements in production will be different from traditional. Smaller batches or even single parts are
printed. The printing operations are simpler, which means that no highly educated personnel will be needed and also a
single person can operate several printers at the same time. The production will be lean and agile at the same time. [4]
The business logic will also go through a change process. The customer may not necessarily buy the physical part
but instead only the 3D model of it and prints it home or in the nearest 3D-printing service available.
The quality and accuracy of printed parts can be compared to casted parts. In most cases at least the tolerance
surfaces should be machined after printing. There are also so called hybrid printers that can both print and machine the
produced parts.
IV. PROJECT BASED FLIPPED LEARNING
Flipped learning is a new way of teaching that embraces modern technology. Students need to familiarize the learning
subject beforehand on the provided learning material (for example videos of lectures or articles) over the Internet. After
that they will attend class in interaction with teachers and other students. The time in the classroom is spent on projects,
exercises, and discussions. [5]
The Flipped Classroom was first based on the idea that class lectures are recorded and watched at home while the
teacher assists students with homework in school. The concept has developed towards Flipped Learning in which
lectures still may be recorded for home use but teachers use new powerful ways to make the class time more effective
than just providing help with homework. [5]
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Project Based Learning (PBL) is a dynamic process that allows students to learn and understand content at highest
level while taking an active part in their learning. PBL provides for deep inquiry, which leads to rich and powerful
understanding. PBL has the ability to be a delivery method for the student centered classroom. In PBL, formative
learning activities are experienced throughout the project. [6][7][8]
When examining the processes of PBL and Flipped Learning it will be clear that together those two may provide
increased productivity in learning. Students will face questions that need interactivity with teachers and other students.
The project work is front loaded by providing learning material at home that will be used to boost discussions and
activities in the class period. This blending of two effective learning styles will break the classroom walls creating an
authentic and constant learning experience. While examining the prior learning material, like videos, the students are
able to pause, rewind, and replay the instruction. That is not possible during live lecture.
When designing AM parts the engineers will face different situation every time. The shapes of the parts are differing a
lot of each other depending on the functional requirements, used materials and printing methods. Therefore there is
now way to educate them to act the same way every time. Instead they must be educated to find new information and
blend it with the present knowledge and apply those to the case in hand. The principles of PBL and Flipped Learning
are assumed to suit well in these situations.
V. EXPERIENCES OF STUDENT PROJECTS
The two teaching methods mentioned above was tested in our project with a small mechanical engineering student
group. None of the students had any experience or knowledge about additive manufacturing before the course. First
they were given a short description of the subject and asked to find out more information. After that they were
experienced to the 3D-printing by asking them to look for some examples of 3D-printable models in Internet and then
print them. This way they had experiences about the challenges with 3D-printing.
The real life projects started by designing and printing a spare part for a kitchen aid machine used to slice vegetables.
They had to measure a broken part, prepare a 3D-model of it (Fig. 8) and print the part with FDM-printer.

Fig. 8. The broken part of a kitchen aid machine and the redesigned CAD model of it.

They also had to after the first printing change the shape of the part to make it more printable and functional. The result
was excellent (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9. The two printed versions of the spare part.

The other project was to design a hydraulic block. At the moment the block is made by drilling holes to a steel block.
The new shape was designed in terms of fluid float and printability. The prototype of new shape was printed by using a
powder bet plastic printer (Fig. 10).The students felt that the course was very instructional and they got good
understanding about 3D-printing, its demands and possibilities.

Fig. 10. The old and new designs and a printed prototype of hydraulic block.

VI. CONCLUSION
Learning and teaching engineering are challenging tasks. The progress of technology is fast and curricula are under
continuous development. The amount of learned material is also growing at the same that the governments are cutting
teaching resources. The increasing needs of wide co-operation in work life demand also new kind of social and
communication skills from graduating students.
The traditional lecture based teaching is an example of passive learning style, in which students listen and make
notes without actually participating in the teaching process. The new learning methods, however, require the students to
take more active and more responsible role. Working in the multidisciplinary projects also demands a broader view of
the profession and ability to communicate and teamwork. Students must also be able to represent their own profession,
be creative and integrate the knowledge of several courses to develop the solutions used to solve the problem of the
project.
It is clear that AM will at least somehow change the engineering profession in near future. How radical this change
is going to be, is still uncertain. However, because the changes in curriculum will be visible in the engineers work only
after years of studies, there is a clear need to make some modifications at once. The important question is should we
make radical changes or perhaps try to manage with minor changes and wait until it can be seen how the situation is
developing?
Consequently, the curriculum should include at least an introduction course of AM for every student and some
optional courses to those students who are willing to deepen their knowledge.
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In the implementation of AM teaching it would be important to give the students a practical view of AM. This means
that they should be able to design and print some parts which gives them the possibility to see the result (the quality and
design issues).
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